
Netherbrook Primary School   
Curriculum Topic Planning 2019-2020 

 Content and 
Objectives 

Topic Cracking Contraptions Term Spring Year group 3 
Art English History 

LI: Can I sketch lightly?  
Pupils to sketch cave paintings lightly before using 

charcoal to recreate cave paintings. 
1. I sketch lightly (so I do not need to use a rubber) 

 
Sketch and label Stone Age inventions through D+T 

analyses 
1. I annotate my sketches in my art sketchbook to 

explain my ideas. 
 

Painting using unusual media such as moss swabs 
as used by early contraption pioneers 

1. I use a number of brush techniques using thin 
and thick brushes, to produce shapes, textures, 

patterns and lines. 
 

 

Books (Films)  
 
Stig of the Dump 
 
Stone Age Boy 
 
Ugg 
 
Various non-fiction texts related to the Stone Age 
and ancient contraptions 
 
BBC History Stone Age clips 
 
 
 

Explore Stone Age inventions (the bow, plough, 
cart, etc.) in their historical context by ordering 

them along time lines. 
1. I use a time line to place events I have found 

out about. 
2. I can name the date of any significant event 

from the past that I have studied and place 
it in approximately the right place on a time 
line. 

3. I show key changes on a time line. 
 

An ‘archaeological’ exploration of Stone Age 
tools, inventions and contraptions and separating 

them from the artefacts from other periods. 
1. I use evidence to give reasons why changes 

may have occurred. 
 

Compare Stone Age artefacts to their 
later/equivalents. 

2. I can begin to describe how some of the 
things I have studied from the past affect 
life today. 

 
 

Music Geography 
Listening to and evaluating drum-based, Stone Age 

oriented music. 
 

Identify location of Africa and the Middle East in 
relation to Europe when analysing human 

migration when teaching the children about the 
common origins of all humans 



Creating repeated patterns (ostinatos) on drums 
and recorders to replicate the sound of bone 

flutes. 
 

Singing along to song with a Stone Age theme 
 

 

 

Design and Technology ICT 
Pupils to create Stone-Age-inspired mechanical 
bow-drills using natural resources. I have made a product that uses . . . mechanical components. I know the application of mechanisms to create movement. I combine a number of components well in my product. 
 
 
Stone Age shelters using natural resources. Pupils 
to design and evaluate. 

 
Pupils to design, create and evaluate carts inspired 
by ancient designs.  I select the most appropriate techniques and tools to make my product. My product is finished in a way that would appeal to users. I identify where my evaluations have led to improvements in my products. 
 
A comparison of the effectiveness of modern 
contraptions in relation to their Stone Age 
equivalents. 
HA: The plough 
MA and LA: Carts vs cars 

Extended Writing 
 
Instruction text: How to make a cart. Precursor to: 
 
Story writing centre around Stone Age contraptions:
Modern child meets a caveperson in a pit and helps 
them build a shelter/cart 
 
Non-chronological report: How Stone Age people 
hunted 
Otzi’s contraptions and tools 
 
Stone Age verse poetry 
 
Recount – How I helped build Stonehenge 
 
 
 
 
 

Algorithms for how to make a bow drill, cart, etc. 
 

Research on how to build a stone circle for use in 
D+T/English recounts  I can conduct a search on a web site.  I can refine my search to get more accurate results. 

 
 



I identify where my evaluations have led to improvements in . . . products. 
 
Investigate the contraptions used to build 
Stonehenge – how would you move stones long 
distances? (Theorising and research) I know the application of mechanisms to create movement. 
 
 
 

 
PE RE 

Move like early hominids during PE warm-ups 
 

Practise ‘Neanderthal’ strength-building exercises 
such as squats and press-ups during warm-ups   

An exploration of Stone Age religions (How do 
these relate to their contraptions?) 

3. I use evidence to describe a variety of 
aspects of life in the past including:  houses 
and settlements of people; culture and 
leisure activities; clothes, way of life and 
actions of people; buildings and their uses 
and people’s beliefs (attitudes and religion) 

 
Science Global Dimensions 

Rocks and fossils unit (Trip to Lapworth Museum of 
Geology to coincide with topic) 
 
Calculating the perimeters of different settlements 
(simple 2D shapes) 
 
 
 
 

Reading Comprehension (Guided Reading) 
 
Weekly comprehensions and domain explorations 
on texts outlined above 
 
HA Pupils: The Secrets of Stonehenge, The Stick and 
Stone Age, The Stone Age Sentinel 
MA Pupils Guided Reading: Ugg (Raymond Briggs), 
Changes in Britain 
Vulnerables: Stone Age, Bone Age 
LA/SEN: Cave Baby 

(Human Rights) 
Learn about human being’s common ancestry and 

how we all, regardless of our race, creed, etc. 
share a common ancestry. RESPECT (School 

values) 
1. Children can demonstrate that they 

recognise their own worth and that of others.  
 

Learn about cooperation in relation to creating 
the contraptions that Stone Age people had to 

make through ‘Cooperation’ posters, etc. 
COOPERATION (School values) 



 
 

Topic Maths (Shape, Space & Measure)  Enrichment 
Measurement – making shelters and carts based 
on specifications (height and length) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPaG 
Focus on speech marks, conjunctions, paragraphs, 
prefixes and suffixes through SPAG lessons and 
writing tasks. 

Time zones – Historical workshop visit 


